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How this information was put together
Comments reflect a range of delegate responses and opinions.
Data was compiled from an average of 80 evaluation forms returned per showcase.
Scores for Showcase Content and Educational Content are based on a scale ranging
from 5 (high/excellent) to 1 (low/unsatisfactory), and are out of a possible 5.0 score.
Audience Suitability figures are expressed as percentages and represent only partial
returns (i.e., incomplete response for this category).

showcase content (out of a possible 5.0)
Level of artistry
Audience/Student appeal
Presentation value (costumes/visuals/etc.)

4.8
4.7
4.8

educational content (out of a possible 5.0)
Educational value
Rapport with students
Relevance to students

4.9
4.8
4.7

audience suitability
Primary
Intermediate
Middle/Junior
Secondary

75%
86%
59%
35%

comments
High energy presentation Involves students in
pioneer activities Great personality. Realistic
Wonderfully humourous and educational Definitely
takes the audience back in time Absorbing lovely
presentation! Superb comical timing and very
energetic
Good rapport! Her enthusiasm is
contagious Very engaging and interactive!
Excellent delivery of historical information Very
professional...Warm and personal A wonderful
manner to both kids and adults Enthralling High
levels of learning will happen here.
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Christine Pilgrim
Christine Pilgrim specializes in history-based theatre, focusing on the
1800s. She provides interpretive
programs for children and adults
at schools, colleges, museums
and historical sites. Christines
hands-on history presentations
link past and present in a delightful comic style, making meaningful comparisons between then
and now.
Showcase Catherine Schubert
A Brave and Notable Pioneer, an
interactive and entertaining account of one womans life as a BC
pioneer in the 1880s.
Discipline

Theatre

Grades

Primary to Secondary

Languages

English

Duration

60 min. performance,
full day workshop

Capacity

varies

Tech needs

Electrical power outlet

# in Grp

1

Homebase

Keremeos

Fee (LM)

$350$600/day

Fee (other)

$350$600/day

Showcase(s)

First Showcase 2002
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